1. in a kitchen
2. glue
3. to help them stick to the paper
4. Step 5
5. Step 6
6. antennae.
7. to pick things up
8. a stinger.
9. sense motion and light.
10. Both help ants to defend themselves.
11. the correct way to say ocelli.
12. paying attention to details
13. to practise what she was learning
14. Sarah’s brother
15. she intruded into their private lives.
16. confident
17. Pat realises that he has underestimated Sarah.
18. They haven’t experienced what it’s like to come first.
19. Kids should exercise.
20. be given high-quality training.
21. Some students will be left out.
22. to support her opinion
23. Because he links his argument for gardening to improving sporting ability.
24. slow and expensive.
25. The ingredients turn into liquid.
26. Option 4
27. in the float bath
28. then finally
29. to give background information about making flat glass
30. guard.
31. an audience.
32. show the difficulties the boys faced.
33. did not want to admit his fear to Marty.
34. They echoed what he was thinking.
35. sympathetic